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How do you signal shifts in the experience 
of social space—physical and psychological, 
individual and communal—during a pandemic? 
Humid Trance Distance, a video performance 
project by Janelle Rebel and Wes Kline, is driven 
by an impulse to unpack the new anxiety of 
bodily proximity in public space as well as to 
cultivate episodes of distanced togetherness 
in their community in southwest Florida. 
The performances are scored, rehearsed, and 
improvised on location for two to infinity 
performers and utilize momentary gestures, 
found and simple constructed objects, cyclical 
actions, and spatial geometries. The project 
investigates ideas about the hyperlocal, 
productive affect, and dispersive technologies 
through abstract movements—Face, Sync, Pass, 
Waterfall, Meet, Revolve, Tether, Intersect.

SYNC: Two or more performers in lawn chairs take a drink in unison 
. . . laugh in unison . . . rest in unison . . . 
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INTERSECT: Performers make shapes in the air with 1x4s, e.g. an X, 
an asterisks, an A frame, a diamond, etc.

WATERFALL: Performers each stand on a pegboard dot. They take 
turns yelling “Next!” then move in succession to another dot. Dots can be 
placed in any configuration. 

PASS: Performers pass a stack of bricks. Any props may be used for 
a no contact exchange.
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Preliminary sketches for Revolve (a), Tether (b), Face (c), Meet (d), 
and Intersect (e).
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FACE 1: Performers face each other in pairs. Looking into handheld 
mirrors they ask themselves conversational questions as if talking to a 
loved one.
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FACE 2: Performers stand in a distanced configuration. Looking into 
handheld mirrors they move through a set of choreographed actions.



REVOLVE 1: One performer on a lazy susan is spun by another 
performer with a rope tow.

REVOLVE 2: Expand with more performers and connections. Moving 
in parallel concentric circles, the center performer spins slowly, the middle 
performer walks at an even pace, and the outer performer walks quickly.
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